
Grace and the Penguins

1. Noun

2. Noun - Plural

3. Noun - Plural

4. Noun - Plural

5. Mode Of Transportation

6. Number

7. Adjective

8. Noun

9. Exclamation

10. One Of The Girls In The Room

11. One Of The Girls In The Room

12. One Of The Girls In The Room

13. Noun

14. Verb - Base Form

15. Mode Of Transportation

16. Number

17. Animal

18. Animal

19. Number

20. Article Of Clothing

21. Name Of A Song

22. Adjective

23. Adjective
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24. Noun

25. Emotion

26. Emotion

27. Name Of A Song

28. Noun

29. Noun

30. Number



Grace and the Penguins

Once upon a time there was a little girl named Grace. She and three of her friends decided to go on an adventure.

They wanted to explore the Noun and see new Noun - Plural . They wanted to learn new

Noun - Plural and meet new Noun - Plural . So they got in their Mode of Transportation and drove

for Number miles. The first thing they saw was a Adjective Noun . Exclamation !

said Grace's friend, One of the girls in the room . I've never seen anything like it! Grace's other friend,

One of the girls in the room , said "Do you think we could eat it?" One of the girls in the room said, I bet it

tastes like Noun !

When they'd decided they'd seen enough, they decided to set back on their adventure. For the next part of their

trip they would Verb - Base Form in a Mode of Transportation . It only took them Number hours

to get to their next place. The girls were hoping to see a Animal or a Animal but all they saw

was penguins. There were more than Number penguins. And all of them were wearing article of 

clothing . And they were all singing Name of a song . Grace and her friends decided to join in. Grace

sounded Adjective . Her friends sounded Adjective . In fact, the penguins were so interested in

their singing that they invited the girls to perform on their Noun . At first the girls felt emotion .

Then they were emotion . Grace went first. She decided to sing Name of a song . The penguins

loved it so much they never wanted the girls to leave. So they built them a Noun , fed them

Noun and the girls stayed with the penguins until they were Number years old

The End
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